In Brief
Drosophila Dscam receptors were known to regulate neural circuit assembly using homophilic repulsion. Tadros et al. show that the Dscams use homophilic adhesion to direct dendritic targeting, revealing this family can use different molecular mechanisms to pattern closely related neurons.
INTRODUCTION
Precise patterns of synaptic connections between neurons are a striking feature of nervous system organization. Studies over the past several decades have shown that homophilic recognition molecules contribute to patterning neural circuits by mediating interactions between neuronal processes, axons, and dendrites (Edelman, 1983; Hatta and Takeichi, 1986; Hirano and Takeichi, 2012; Maness and Schachner, 2007) . Several strategies have evolved to expand the repertoire of mechanisms by which these molecules contribute to circuit formation. First, variation in expression of the same adhesion protein on processes of different cells leads to selective association of those expressing similar levels (Foty and Steinberg, 2013; Schwabe et al., 2014) . Second, massive exon expansion and divergence has given rise to large families of related homophilic recognition molecules with discrete specificities and related functions (Chen and Maniatis, 2013; Zipursky and Grueber, 2013) . Finally, in some systems modest expansion via gene duplication followed by divergence gives rise to small families of paralog-specific homophilic recognition molecules (Millard et al., 2007; Yamagata and Sanes, 2008) .
Several features of the Drosophila visual system are particularly well suited to exploring the cellular recognition strategies underlying the assembly of neural circuits. First, the visual system, containing the retina that detects light and the underlying optic ganglia that process visual information, is modular. Each module is repeated some 750 times in each brain hemisphere. Within each module there is a discrete set of neurons of different types and well-defined patterns of synapses between them (Meinertzhagen and O 'Neil, 1991; Meinertzhagen and Sorra, 2001; Rivera-Alba et al., 2011; Takemura et al., 2013) . Thus, within a single animal one can assess the development of many different neurons of the same or different types. Second, neuron-specific markers allow one to characterize the patterns of axons and dendrites of each cell type in detail (Jenett et al., 2012) . Finally, this system is particularly amenable to single cell genetic analysis, in which single mutant neurons can be generated surrounded by wild-type neighbors (Lee and Luo, 1999) . This level of analysis is essential, as most cellular recognition molecules are expressed by multiple cells in close contact with one another (Tan et al., 2015) . Thus, single cell analysis allows one to tease apart the genetic contributions to phenotypes one cell at a time.
The lamina region of the optic lobe ( Figure 1A ) is particularly well suited to studying circuit assembly. Here, each module or cartridge contains axons and dendrites from 19 different neurons. These include the axons of the outer photoreceptors (R cells; R1-R6) that form synapses onto the dendrites of a subset of L1-L5 lamina neurons. These synapses are called tetrads and comprise a single presynaptic active zone juxtaposing the postsynaptic elements of an invariant pair of dendrites from L1 and L2 neurons and variable contributions from two other neurons. Circuit assembly in the lamina has been studied using light and electron microscopy, genetics, and, more recently, through live imaging (Langen et al., 2015; Meinertzhagen and O'Neil, 1991; Meinertzhagen and Sorra, 2001; Rivera-Alba et al., 2011 ; see also references below).
Homophilic recognition molecules belonging to two evolutionary conserved families, the cadherin and immunoglobulin (Ig) superfamilies, play key roles in regulating circuit assembly in the developing lamina. N-Cadherin (CadN) and the protocadherin Flamingo (Fmi) are proposed to integrate adhesive forces between R cell growth cones allowing them to orient and target to the correct lamina neuron targets (Chen and Clandinin, 2008;  (E) Schematic of Dscam2 genomic locus and mutant alleles. The location of translational start site (arrow), exons (blue boxes), and sequences encoding the transmembrane domain (TM) are indicated. The variable exons 10A and 10B in Dscam2 are demarcated in orange and pink, respectively (see also Figure S2A ).
(legend continued on next page) Lee et al., 2003; Schwabe et al., 2013) . In addition, CadN is required to promote interactions between R cell growth cones and lamina neuron targets through homophilic interactions (Lee et al., 2001; Prakash et al., 2005) . Dscams act at a later step in lamina circuit formation, the assembly of the tetrad synapse (Millard et al., 2010) . Meinertzhagen et al. (2000) reported that dendrites of developing L1 and L2 neurons randomly associate at nascent tetrads and that, as these structures mature, the L1-L1 and L2-L2 pairs are lost. Dscam1 and Dscam2 act together in a redundant fashion to ensure that only one L1 and one L2 dendrite are present in the tetrad (Millard et al., 2010) . Genetic analyses support a model in which these proteins act in parallel through homophilic recognition followed by repulsion between L1-L1 and L2-L2 dendritic pairs. Thus, two families of homophilic recognition proteins contribute to patterning circuits in the lamina, one through adhesive, and the other through repulsive interactions. These studies raised the question of whether other lamina neurons also use Dscam proteins to promote cell recognition during circuit assembly. To address this issue, we focused on L4 lamina neurons. By contrast to L1 and L2 neurons, each of which elaborates many short primary dendrites, L4 neurons produce three primary dendrites each innervating a separate cartridge with an invariant geometric relationship (Figures 1B and 1C) . One dendrite projects anteriorly within its own cartridge (referred to as the ''home'' cartridge), while the other two project to cartridges located immediately posteriodorsal and posterioventral to the home cartridge (i.e., ''away'' cartridges). Thus, L4 dendrites tile the entire lamina ( Figure 1D ), with each cartridge receiving dendrites from three spatially segregated L4s. It has been proposed that this wiring pattern contributes to directional selectivity in optomotor behavior (Tuthill et al., 2013) . Here, we show that Dscam2, but not Dscam1, is essential to establish this pattern. Dscam2 mutant L4 dendrites innervate additional cartridges at unique dorsal and ventral locations thereby disrupting tiling. We demonstrate that this phenotype emerges from a primary defect early in development due to loss of selective adhesion between L4 dendrites and their targets. In an unbiased genetic screen for other similar dendritic targeting phenotypes, we discovered that loss of Dscam4 from L4 neurons exhibits the same phenotype as Dscam2 mutants. Thus, Dscam proteins act in different combinations to promote both adhesive and repulsive interactions between processes to regulate the assembly of neural circuits.
RESULTS

Dscam2
Is Required for Patterning of L4 Dendrites As Dscam1 and Dscam2 are required for L1 and L2 dendritic patterning, we assessed whether they are also required in L4 dendrites. We used MARCM (Lee and Luo, 1999) to generate clones of individual L4 neurons homozygous for null alleles of Dscam1 (see below) and Dscam2 ( Figure 1E ). Whereas Dscam1 mutant L4 neurons were wild-type (see below), Dscam2 mutants exhibited a stereotyped dendritic phenotype (Figures 1F and 1G) . Here, an additional branch often extended from one or both of the posterior dendrites and innervated an adjacent cartridge. We refer to these phenotypes as ''+1'' or ''+2'', respectively (with the wild-type dendritic pattern as ''0''). The phenotypes were highly penetrant with 33.8% and 65.5% of Dscam2 L4 neurons displaying +1 and +2 phenotypes, respectively. As a consequence of this patterning phenotype, the dendritic fields of neighboring L4 neurons overlap thereby disrupting tiling. Thus, Dscam2 is necessary for patterning L4 dendrites.
Dscam2 has two ectodomain isoforms, Dscam2A and Dscam2B, each displaying isoform-specific homophilic binding (Millard et al., 2007) . We, therefore, sought to determine which isoforms were required for dendritic patterning. To do this, we generated mutants lacking Dscam2A, Dscam2B, or both by introducing stop codons within the alternatively spliced exons using ends-out homologous recombination and recombination-mediated cassette exchange ( Figure 1E ; we refer to these as Dscam2Astop, Dscam2Bstop, and Dscam2A+Bstop). The morphology of L4 neurons lacking either Dscam2A or Dscam2B was indistinguishable from wild-type, while the L4 dendritic phenotype in flies with stop codons in both alternative exons was fully penetrant ( Figure 1H ). In summary, loss of Dscam2 resulted in a highly specific dendritic phenotype and the activity of either Dscam2A or 2B was sufficient for wild-type dendritic patterning.
Dscam2 Is Required at an Early Step in Dendritic Targeting
To understand the role of Dscam2 in patterning L4 dendrites, we first examined the development of wild-type L4 neurons beginning in early pupa in fixed whole mount preparations using confocal microscopy. At 24 hr after puparium formation (h APF), the axons of lamina neurons from a single cartridge form a fascicle encircled by six R cell growth cones (R1-R6; Meinertzhagen and Hansen, 1993; Schwabe et al., 2014) . The lamina axon fascicle continues to extend into the medulla neuropil. This pattern is repeated across the entire developing lamina to form a planar lattice of R cell growth cones (lamina plexus) pierced at regular intervals by lamina axon fascicles (Figure 2A) . A layer of glial cells lies beneath the R cell growth cones (Edwards et al., 2012) . Each L4 neuron initially produces two incipient dendrites from a region of the axon just below the lamina plexus and above the glial cells (Figures 2A and 2B ). These early dendrites form elaborate fan-shaped processes from the Dscam2 null allele is a replacement of exon 1 with exogenous DNA bearing the white (w) gene (purple box; Millard et al., 2007) . The isoform specific stop mutants, Dscam2Astop, Dscam2Bstop, and Dscam2A+Bstop contain stop codons in exons 10A, 10B, or both, respectively. (F) MARCM analysis of Dscam2 in adult L4 neurons. 3D renderings (top three panels) taken from serial confocal slices (bottom three panels) of wild-type and Dscam2 mutant L4 neurons are shown. The L4 neurons were labeled with GFP (green) and cartridges with anti-Highwire (Hiw; red). The dotted line indicates the position of the corresponding confocal slice. The axons (Ax; arrowheads) and additional dendritic branches (*) are indicated. The scale bar represents 5 mm.
(G) Quantification of dendritic phenotypes seen in MARCM-generated L4 neurons with Dscam2 null mutation. (H) Quantification of dendritic phenotypes seen in MARCM-generated L4 neurons with Dscam2 isoform-specific alleles.
posterior aspect of the L4 axon, making extensive contacts with the two immediately posterior lamina fascicles (i.e., target fascicles; Figures 2C and 2D ). At the same time, extensive contacts are also seen between dendrites from neighboring L4s, which converge onto the same target fascicle (Figures 2A and 2B ). At 30 hr APF, the L4 dendrites remain largely unchanged (Figure S1A) . By 36 hr APF, these dendrites take on a U shaped morphology, where the position from which the dendrites emerge from the L4 axon is displaced from the lamina plexus ( Figure S1B ). Between 42 and 48 hr APF, as the lamina plexus expands, L4 dendrites extend distally to achieve their final adult morphology ( Figures S1C-S1E ). The anterior dendrite begins to emerge at 48 hr APF, innervating the developing home cartridge ( Figure S1D ). Dscam2 mutant dendrites analyzed by MARCM displayed dramatic morphological differences from wild-type at 24 hr APF ( Figure 3A ). Nascent mutant L4 dendrites made little (partial mistargeting) or no (complete mistargeting) contact with the target fascicles ( Figure 3B ). Instead, Dscam2 mutant L4 neurons extended their dendrites along the proximal surface of R cell growth cones reaching beyond the target fascicles along the dorsoventral axis. This over-extension placed these dendrites in close proximity to an additional lamina fascicle on either side of their normal targets. Thus, the adult morphology of mutant dendrites results from an early defect in targeting. This is followed by the formation of a secondary branch within the normal fascicle and its extension distally. The dendritic terminal also extends distally within the additional fascicle.
In summary, L4 dendrites project to their target fascicles early in their development, whereas Dscam2 mutant L4 dendrites extend along the dorsal-ventral axis in close contact with the lattice of R cell growth cones. To address how Dscam2 regulates the behavior of L4 dendrites, we determined both its expression pattern and its requirement in different cell types using genetic mosaic analyses.
Dscam2 Is Expressed in the Developing Lamina
To understand how Dscam2 mediates interactions between L4 dendrites and their environment, we first set out to assess its expression during the development of the visual system (Figure S2) . We previously showed that Dscam2 immunoreactivity was associated with the developing lamina and medulla neuropils (Millard et al., 2007) . Due to the density of processes of many different cell types within the neuropil, however, it was not possible to determine which cells express Dscam2. To identify Dscam2-expressing cells, and which isoforms they express, we modified the endogenous Dscam2 locus to generate splice traps as previously described ( Figure S2A ; Lah et al., 2014; Miura et al., 2013) . When either isoform reporter is combined with nuclear envelope-targeted GFP (nuc-GFP) under the control of a LexA specific promoter (i.e., LexAop), the cells expressing the particular isoform were labeled. Using these reporters, expression in the retinal and lamina neurons was assessed from 24-48 hr APF. In the lamina, from 24-36 hr APF, L1 and L4 neurons express Dscam2B, whereas L2, L3, and L5 exclusively express Dscam2A ( Figure S2B ). Between 36 and 42 hr APF, however, L4 also begins to express Dscam2A. Dscam2 also displayed isoform-specific expression in R cells. Dscam2B is present in all R cell subtypes except for R4 ( Figure S2C ), while Dscam2A is not expressed in R cells at any stage (data not shown; Lah et al., 2014 ).
According to the isoform reporters, L4 neurons exclusively express Dscam2B at the time (24 hr APF) the dendritic targeting phenotype is first observed. This is surprising as either Dscam2A or Dscam2B is sufficient for normal L4 dendritic patterning (see above). Several possible explanations could account for this inconsistency. First, the isoform reporters may not accurately reflect Dscam2 protein expression. This is unlikely as knockin protein tags recapitulate the patterns seen with the reporters ( Figure S2D ). Another possibility is that Dscam2Bstop mutant L4s may have an early dendritic targeting defect that is repaired at a later stage in development as Dscam2A levels rise. This is not the case, as dendritic development at 24 hr APF in this mutant is indistinguishable from wild-type ( Figure S2E ). Alternatively, the Dscam2Bstop allele may promote upregulation of splicing of the 10A exon, thereby compensating for the absence of Dscam2B. As the Dscam2A reporter shows no premature expression in the background of the Dscam2Bstop allele, this is also unlikely ( Figure S2F ). Thus, we conclude that Dscam2A is expressed at 24 hr APF at a level sufficient to support normal development, though below that required for detection using the splice trap.
In summary, developing L4 dendrites express both Dscam2 isoforms at 24 hr APF. At this stage of development they interact with processes expressing Dscam2A (L2, L3, L4, and L5) and Dscam2B (L1, L4, and all R cell growth cones except R4). Neither Dscam2 isoform is expressed in glial cells. Thus, Dscam2 isoforms exhibit a complex expression pattern in the lamina. To determine which cells guide L4 dendritic targeting, we turned to genetic mosaic analysis.
L4 Dendrites Use Dscam2 to Adhere to Lamina Neurons in the Target Fascicle We considered three mechanisms by which Dscam2 may mediate dendritic targeting. First, interactions between L4 dendrites converging onto the same target fascicle could repel each other and prevent further growth along the dorsoventral axis. This would be analogous to the role proposed for Dscam2 in L1 axonal tiling (Millard et al., 2007) . Second, Dscam2 could mediate adhesion between L4 dendrites and one or more lamina neurons in the target fascicle. And third, L4 dendrites could be directed toward their target fascicles via repulsion from R cell growth cones.
Testing a Dscam2 Requirement in Surrounding Lamina Neurons
To test the first two possibilities, we removed Dscam2 from surrounding lamina neurons using reverse MARCM (Lee et al., 2000) . Here, mitotic recombination induced selectively in the lamina produces GFP-labeled wild-type L4 neurons in the background of unmarked homozygous Dscam2 lamina neurons ( Figure S3A ). To restrict the production of mutant neurons to the lamina, we used an enhancer to drive FLP recombinase specifically in lamina neuron precursor cells ( Figure S3B ). In reverse MARCM, only a small fraction of labeled wild-type L4 neurons will have mutant neighboring lamina neurons due to the low activity of the FLP recombinase used. As a consequence, if interactions with these neurons were key to dendritic targeting, we would expect few of these wild-type L4 neurons to exhibit an ectopic branch. In addition, most, if not all, phenotypes would be unilateral (i.e., +1 rather than +2). This is because each of L4's two posterior dendrites interacts with a distinct group of lamina neurons. The chance that both groups of lamina neurons would be mutated for Dscam2, and thereby result in a +2 phenotype, is extremely low given the low frequency of clone production achieved using this protocol. Using this technique, 14% (65/476) of wild-type L4 neurons displayed an additional branch ( Figure 4A ) when generated in the background of Dscam2 mutant lamina neurons, compared to <1% (3/454) of L4s generated in a wild-type control background. Furthermore, the L4s displayed dendritic phenotypes that were exclusively +1. Thus, L4 dendritic targeting relies on homophilic interactions between L4 dendrites and one or more lamina neurons.
Testing a Dscam2 Requirement in Neighboring L4 Neurons To identify which lamina neurons provide the Dscam2 signal to L4, we modified MARCM to independently label both the mutant and wild-type cells. We refer to this modification as dual labeled MARCM (DL-MARCM; Figure S4 ). First, we tested whether Dscam2 mediates interactions between adjacent L4 neurons. We labeled Dscam2 mutant L4 neurons in green (GFP) using MARCM, while labeling wild-type L4 neurons in red (tandem tomato; tdTom) in the same lamina using FLP-out mediated excision. These two classes of L4 neurons were labeled using orthogonal expression systems (i.e., GAL4/UAS and LexA/LexAop). As both labeling methods are stochastic in nature, pairs of wild-type and mutant L4 neurons are infrequent (i.e., 1 pair/10 laminas). In every such pair (n = 19), the targeting of wild-type L4 dendrites was normal ( Figure 4B ). Thus, L4 targeting defects do not result from a loss of repulsive interactions between L4 dendrites. Testing a Dscam2 Requirement in L1 or L2 Neurons in the Target Fascicle We next sought to address whether Dscam2 is required in L1 or L2 axons within the target fascicle using DL-MARCM with an L1-L2 marker. Abnormal targeting was observed in L4 dendrites encountering Dscam2 mutant L2 neurons (5/37; Figure 4C ) or Dscam2 mutant L1 neurons (2/30; Figure 4D ) in the target fascicle. By contrast, no targeting defects were seen in control experiments in which dendrites of wild-type L4 neurons encountered labeled wild-type L1 (0/17) or L2 (0/25) neurons. The low penetrance of the effects on L4 dendritic targeting suggests that L1 and L2 function in a partially redundant manner in their interactions with L4. As L1 and L2 mutant cells were generated at only low frequency, we were not able to test this by assessing targeting of L4 dendrites into cartridges in which both L1 and L2 were mutant. A possible caveat with the DL-MARCM experiments described above is that although mutant clones are generated in all five lamina neuron subtypes, we only label one (L4) or two (L1 and L2) subtypes at a time. Thus, it is possible that the non-cell autonomous effects we see on L4 dendrites are the result of multiple lamina neurons (e.g., any combination of L1-L5 neurons) being mutant for Dscam2 in their vicinity. Given, as indicated above, we never saw mutant L1 and L2 neurons within the same fascicle, this seems unlikely.
We conclude L4 targeting relies upon Dscam2-mediated interactions with multiple neurons in the target fascicle.
Testing a Dscam2 Requirement in R Cells
To test whether Dscam2 mediates interactions between L4 dendrites and R cell growth cones, we removed Dscam2 from R1-R6 while simultaneously assessing the effect on L4 targeting using DL-MARCM ( Figure S6 ). As R1-R6 growth cones rearrange in a stereotyped fashion between 24 hr APF and the adult, it was necessary to identify the position of different R1-R6 axon terminals in the adult and, from this, infer their positions at 24 hr APF ( Figures 5A and 5B) . As the lateral L4 dendrite extends, it contacts the growth cones of R1, R4, and R5. The medial L4 dendrite contacts R3, R5, and R6 growth cones. Both dendrites target normally even in mosaics in which the three R cells they contact lacked Dscam2 (n = 32; Figures 5C-5E ). Thus, L4 dendritic targeting does not rely upon Dscam2-mediated interactions with R cell growth cones. Summary These genetic mosaic experiments establish that Dscam2 mediates interactions between L4 dendrites and multiple neurons (including L1 and L2) in the target fascicle. Furthermore, there is no evidence that Dscam2 mediates interactions between neighboring L4s or between L4 dendrites and R cell growth cones. Based on these findings and our developmental analysis (see above), we propose that Dscam2 mediates homophilic adhesive interactions between L4 dendrites and multiple axons in the target fascicle acting in a partially redundant fashion. We consider this redundancy and the pattern of Dscam2 isoform expression in the model presented in Figure S7G .
Dscam4 Is Required for L4 Dendritic Patterning
To identify other genes involved in L4 dendritic patterning, we carried out an unbiased genetic mosaic screen using small chromosomal deletions, or deficiencies. We identified one deficiency with a dendritic branch phenotype similar to Dscam2 mutants. This deficiency uncovers 54 genes, including Dscam4. To test if loss of Dscam4 is responsible for this phenotype, we identified a Minos transposon, Mi01598 (Venken et al., 2011) , inserted between two exons encoding part of the ectodomain of Dscam4, which is predicted to arrest both transcription and translation ( Figure 6A ). Using primers downstream of the insertion site, Dscam4 mRNA was not detected by quantitative (q)PCR in homozygous animals ( Figure S7A ). An antibody produced against the cytoplasmic domain detected a signal in the neuropils of the developing visual system in wild-type ( Figure S7B ) that was lost in animals homozygous for Mi01598 and restored in the presence of a bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) containing the Dscam4 locus ( Figure S7C ). Thus, Mi01598 is a strong loss-of-function, if not a null, mutation in Dscam4.
L4 neurons homozygous for this mutation generated by MARCM display the same dendritic patterning phenotype as seen in Dscam2 mutants (see below; Figure 6B ). That these defects reflect loss of Dscam4 rather than other mutations Figure S3 ). Representative 3D renderings of L4 neurons displaying wild-type (left) and +1 (right) dendritic patterning phenotypes are shown. The quantification of these phenotypes, scored in the presence of unlabeled wild-type or unlabeled Dscam2 mutant lamina neurons, is shown in the table.
(B-D) DL-MARCM analyses reveals Dscam2 requirement in specific lamina neurons (see Figure S4 ). 3D renderings showing MARCM generated control (left) or Dscam2 mutant (right) lamina neurons (green) in contact with FLP-out labeled L4 neuron (red) are shown. The phenotypes of FLP-out L4s are quantified in tables.
(B) FLP-out generated L4 neurons do not produce an ectopic branch when adjacent to a Dscam2 MARCM generated L4. (C and D) FLP-out L4s produce an ectopic +1 branch when targeting to a fascicle containing a MARCM generated Dscam2 L2 (C) or L1 (D). As previously described (Lah et al., 2014) , we also observed L1 and L2 dendrites lacking Dscam2 occasionally project into adjacent cartridges (see example in C). In most cases, however, this ectopic branch is not correlated with a defect in L4 targeting (see Figure S5 ). The additional dendritic branches are indicated (*). The scale bar represents 5 mm.
on this chromosome was established by rescuing the phenotype with the Dscam4 BAC. By contrast, mutations in neither Dscam1 ( Figure S7D ; as described above) nor Dscam3 alter L4 dendritic patterning ( Figure S7E ). Thus, a subset of Dscam paralogs, Dscam2, and Dscam4, are required for L4 dendritic targeting.
Dscam4 Is Expressed in All Lamina Neurons
Dscam4 protein is highly localized to the neuropil ( Figure S7B ). The density of processes within the neuropil, however, precluded identifying which cells express Dscam4, as was also the case for Dscam2. To circumvent this problem, we modified the endogenous locus to generate, a ''constitutive'' and a ''conditional'' version of a transcriptional reporter ( Figure S7F ). The constitutive version reveals broad expression in the visual system consistent with the antibody staining ( Figure 6C , left). The conditional version is only active in lamina neurons as its expression is conditional on the presence of a lamina specific recombinase (see Figure S7F) . This enabled us to analyze expression in scattered lamina neurons, thereby allowing us to identify each cell type based on its morphology. In this way, we demonstrated that all five lamina neurons, L1-L5, express Dscam4 at 24 hr APF ( Figure 6C , right). By contrast, in the developing eye, Dscam4 is expressed only in R3 and sporadically in R7 ( Figure 6D ). Dscam2 and Dscam4 Act in the Same Pathway to Regulate Dendritic Targeting To understand the relationship between Dscam2 and Dscam4 in mediating L4 dendritic patterning, we compared the phenotypes of single and double mutant cells generated by MARCM. In both adults ( Figure 6E ) and at 24 hr APF ( Figure 6F ), Dscam4 mutant L4 neurons displayed similar dendritic phenotypes to those of Dscam2, but with lower penetrance. Dscam2 Dscam4 double mutants, however, exhibited dendritic phenotypes with similar penetrance to those of Dscam2 single mutants. In adults, double mutant L4 neurons displayed the +1 and +2 ectopic branch (A) Schematic of L4 neuron dendrites (red) and surrounding R cell growth cones (magenta) at 24 hr APF. Each dendrite projects beneath two groups of R cell growth cones; the lateral dendrite (LD) contacts R1, R4, and R5 (light green), while the medial dendrite (MD) contacts R3, R5, and R6 (dark green). After R cell rearrangement (see text), the R cells end up in different cartridges relative to the L4 neuron in the adult. This is the stage at which we could score for L4 phenotypes (see C and D).
(B) Schematic showing the L4 dendritic phenotype expected should Dscam2 in R cells be required for targeting. Here, the medial dendrite produces a +1 branch after having contacted R3, R5, and R6, which are mutant from Dscam2.
(C and D) DL-MARCM was used to label L4 neurons (red; myr-tdTom) in the background of MARCM generated clones of R cells (green; GFP) (see Figure S6 ). (C) Example of R cells contacted by the lateral dendrite (i.e., R1, R4, and R5; dotted circles) were in a control (top) or Dscam2 (bottom) clone. In both control and Dscam2 experiments, no ectopic branching was observed; the cartridge where an ectopic branch would be expected is devoid of any L4 dendrites (''no +1'').
(D) Clones of R cells that contacted the medial dendrite (i.e., R3, R5, and R6; dotted circles) are identified using the same experimental approach as in (C). Again, in no case was an ectopic branch observed in the expected cartridge (no +1). The L4 axons (Ax), lateral (LD), and medial dendrites (MD) are indicated. The processes from nonrelevant L4s are also indicated (*). Anti-Hiw (magenta) labels all cartridges. The scale bar represents 5 mm.
(E) Quantification of L4 dendrites having a 0 or +1 phenotype when in the background of control or Dscam2 mutant R cells.
phenotypes at frequencies of 39% and 56% (n = 122), respectively. This was similar to the frequencies for these two phenotypes in Dscam2 single mutants (34% and 66%; n = 145). Likewise, the penetrance of the developmental phenotypes of the double and Dscam2 single mutants was similar; at 24 hr APF, 95% (n = 108) of Dscam2 Dscam4 double mutant L4 neurons either partially or completely mistargeted their dendrites compared with 97% (n = 124) of Dscam2 single mutants. That the penetrance of single and double mutants was similar argues that these paralogs function in the same pathway mediating dendritic targeting.
Live Imaging Reveals that Dscam2 and Dscam4 Anchor L4 Dendrites to their Target Fascicles
We used MARCM and live imaging in intact pupae to gain further insight into how Dscam2 and Dscam4 regulate dendritic targeting. In the course of constructing different genotypes for these experiments, we found that cells homozygous for the UASmyr-GFP insertion at the attP2 site on chromosome 3L generated via MARCM produced a fluorescence signal some 203 greater than cells carrying a single copy elsewhere (see Table   S1 ). This allowed us to visualize L4 dendrites much earlier (i.e., from 16 hr APF) than was possible in fixed preparations. Dendritic filopodia of wild-type L4 neurons extend in an apparently random fashion prior to 17 hr APF ( Figure 7A ; Movie S1). In this ''exploratory phase'', these dynamic projections occasionally make contact with the target fascicles only to quickly retract. Despite having no clear directional bias, the fascicles contacted by the dendritic filopodia during this exploratory phase are almost always the target fascicles. This is likely because the positioning of L4 axons at the posterior side of its home fascicle gives it greatest access to these two fascicles (Schwabe et al., 2014) . Between 17.5 and 18.5 hr APF, projections contacting the target fascicles become anchored to their anterior sides. Between 18.5 and 26 hr APF, these bound projections are progressively joined by more filopodia, which continue to contact a broader surface of the target fascicle (consolidation phase). These form the dendritic growth cones associated with the target fascicle seen in images from fixed samples at 24 hr APF.
In Dscam2 mutant neurons, the early exploratory phase of dendritic filopodia appears similar to wild-type ( Figure 7B ; Movie S2). By contrast to wild-type, however, anchoring is not (E and F) MARCM analysis of Dscam4 in adults (E) and at 24 hr APF (F). The data for control and Dscam2 samples are the same as in Figure 1G (for adults) and Figure 3B (for 24 hr APF), as these were collected at the same time.
observed. Instead, mutant dendrites exhibit striking polarization toward the dorsal and ventral poles. As seen in images from our fixed samples, these Dscam2 L4 dendrites extend in tight apposition to the R cell growth cones. Similar targeting defects were also observed in live imaging of Dscam4 and Dscam2 Dscam4 mutant L4 neurons (data not shown). In summary, live imaging of wild-type and mutant L4 neurons indicate that Dscam2 and Dscam4 are required to anchor dendritic filopodia to their target fascicles. We conclude that these proteins act together to promote adhesion between L4 dendrites and their targets.
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we show that Dscam2 and Dscam4 act together to regulate dendritic targeting. The genetic data presented here, coupled with previous biochemical studies (Flanagan, 2007; Millard et al., 2007) , are consistent with Dscam2 using homophilic interactions to adhere L4 dendrites to multiple lamina neurons. In all other contexts examined previously, Dscam2 promotes repulsion (Lah et al., 2014; Millard et al., 2007 Millard et al., , 2010 . To further understand the adhesive role of Dscam2 in circuit assembly, we carried out a genetic screen to identify other genes with a A B Figure 7 . Live Imaging of L4 Neurons Frames (MIPs) from live imaging of MARCM-generated L4 neurons (cyan) at the indicated time points from 16-26 hr APF (see Movies S1 and S2). In Movies S1 and S2 (left panel) myr-tdTom driven by a GMR promoter highlights the R cell lattice in red. Here, however, this red signal was inverted such that R cell lattice appears black and the holes in the lattice, i.e., positions of the lamina fascicles, are in red (see also Movies S1 and S2, right panel). This was done to allow for easier visualization of the thin and numerous filopodia in L4s. The L4 axons (Ax) are also indicated in the image. The scale bar represents 5 mm. (A) Two neighboring wild-type L4 neurons undergoing three phases in their dendritic targeting: (1) Exploration: In this early phase (16 hr to 17.3 hr APF), dynamic filopodia branch out from the axon in all directions occasionally contacting their target fascicles. Target fascicles for left and right L4 neurons are indicated by orange and white dotted circles, respectively; (2) Anchoring: While some filopodia continue to make transient contacts with the target fascicles between 17.5 and 18.5 hr APF, (yellow regions in schematics below), others become progressively anchored to the target fascicles (red regions in schematic; arrowheads in MIPs); and (3) Consolidation: Filopodia continue to make stable contacts with the target fascicles. (B) Dscam2 mutant L4 neurons have an exploratory phase indistinguishable from wild-type, but fail to anchor their dendrites to their target fascicles between 17.5 and 18.5 hr APF. Instead, their dendrites extend along the D-V axis in tight apposition to the R cell lattice (black). similar phenotype. This led to the identification of Dscam4 mutants with an L4 targeting phenotype indistinguishable from that of Dscam2. Dscam2 and Dscam4 promote adhesion between L4 dendritic filopodia and their target fascicles, as revealed through live imaging. In this way, these proteins regulate the tiling of L4 dendritic processes across the lamina neuropil. Thus, Dscam family members act in different combinations through either adhesion or repulsion to pattern neural circuits.
Dscam2 Promotes Tiling through Heterotypic Interactions
Previously, we reported that Dscam2 regulates tiling of the axon terminals of L1 neurons in the medulla (Millard et al., 2007) . We proposed that this arrangement of processes is a consequence of homotypic interactions (i.e., interactions between cells of the same type) between L1 axon terminals in adjacent columns. This model was based on three observations. First, L1 axon terminals initially expand to contact those of their immediate neighbors and then retract. Second, the axon terminals of Dscam2 mutant L1 neurons remain expanded, invading the territory of their neighbors, in genetically mosaic animals. And third, wildtype L1s also exhibit the same defect when confronted with Dscam2 mutant lamina neurons in adjacent columns.
In this paper, we uncovered a role for Dscam2 in regulating L4 dendritic tiling that occurs in a mechanistically different fashion. Our developmental and reverse MARCM experiments suggested that Dscam2 mediates L4 tiling in a manner analogous to its role in L1 axons, that is via Dscam2-mediated homotypic interactions between L4 dendrites innervating the same cartridge. Additional genetic mosaic studies, however, ruled this out. By modifying MARCM (i.e., DL-MARCM), we were able to assess the targeting of wild-type L4 dendrites encountering dendrites from neighboring L4 mutant neurons. In all cases, these wild-type dendrites targeted normally. Thus, while L4 tiling relies upon Dscam2-mediated homophilic recognition, it does not result solely from homotypic interactions between neighboring L4 dendrites.
Our developmental analyses raised the alternative possibility that Dscam2 is used by L4 dendrites to promote interactions with the target fascicle. Indeed, we observed targeting defects in L4 dendrites innervating cartridges with mutant L1 or L2 neurons using DL-MARCM. Thus, in this context, tiling arises from heterotypic interactions. As the penetrance of this cell non-autonomous phenotype was weaker than removing Dscam2 from L4, we propose that L1 and L2 act redundantly, perhaps with other lamina neurons (e.g. L3 and L5 which were not tested), to promote Dscam2-dependent recognition between L4 dendrites and the target fascicle. This is consistent with the expression of Dscam2B and Dscam2A in L1 and L2 neurons, respectively, and the redundant role for these isoforms in L4 uncovered through the mosaic analysis of isoform-specific knockin alleles (Figure S7G) . Thus, L4 tiling arises through heterotypic interactions via Dscam2-mediated homophilic recognition. This is consistent with studies in both vertebrates and invertebrates in which cell ablation experiments indicate that, in some contexts, tiling may arise through heterotypic interactions (Gallegos and Bargmann, 2004; Lin et al., 2004) .
As previously reported (Lah et al., 2014) , removal of Dscam2 from either L1 or L2 results in ectopic branching of these neurons. This observation raised the possibility that wild-type L4s follow these branches in a Dscam2-independent fashion and that this underlies the Dscam2 non-autonomous effect on wild-type L4s. Although we cannot rule this out, we favor the interpretation that these data reflect a Dscam2-dependent effect independent of the ectopic L1 or L2 phenotype for two reasons. First, of the two instances in which a wild-type L4 produced an extra branch upon encountering a Dscam2 mutant L1, one L1 did not form an ectopic branch (see Figure S5 ). And second, in most cases where either L1 (2/3) or L2 (18/23) displayed an extra branch phenotype, the associated L4 did not (see Figure S5) .
The functional significance of this tiling and its disruption in Dscam2 mutants remain open questions. A recent behavioral study (Tuthill et al., 2013) has suggested that L4 functions in responding to progressive, i.e., front-to-back, as opposed to regressive motion. This response would be consistent with L4's asymmetric dendritic arrangement, having one dendrite projecting anteriorly and two posteriorly. While this is an attractive model, another study using slightly different methodology suggests no role for L4 in directional selectivity (Silies et al., 2013) . Critically assessing the importance of the spatial arrangement of L4 dendrites on behavior will require selective removal of Dscam2 from all L4 neurons in an otherwise wild-type background.
Dscam2 and Dscam4 Act Together to Promote Homophilic Adhesive Interactions with the Target
Dscam paralogs promote cell adhesion in vitro (Flanagan, 2007; Matthews et al., 2007; Millard et al., 2007) . However, in all cases examined previously, genetic and phenotypic analyses of Dscam1 and Dscam2 mutations are consistent with a repulsive function for these proteins upon homophilic binding in vivo (Hughes et al., 2007; Matthews et al., 2007; Millard et al., 2007 Millard et al., , 2010 Soba et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2012; Zhan et al., 2004; Zhu et al., 2006 ; similar studies for Dscam3 and Dscam4 have not been done). In addition, gain-of-function studies in Drosophila support this view. Targeted expression of single Dscam1 isoforms promotes dendritic repulsion between class I and class III dendritic arborization (da) sensory neurons (Hughes et al., 2007; Matthews et al., 2007; Soba et al., 2007) . This repulsive interaction is converted into adhesion by removing the cytoplasmic domain (Matthews et al., 2007) or selectively removing specific motifs (S.L.Z. and H.W. Kim, unpublished data), underscoring the role of cytoplasmic signaling in converting Dscam1-mediated homophilic binding to repulsion. And finally, as recently shown by Millard and colleagues (Lah et al., 2014) , forced expression of either Dscam2A or Dscam2B isoforms in closely apposed neurons in the visual system promotes repulsion between them.
By contrast, several observations argue that Dscam2 and Dscam4 promote adhesion between L4 dendrites and their target fascicles. In fixed samples, wild-type L4 dendrites target to lamina axon fascicles, while Dscam2, Dscam4, or Dscam2/4 double mutant dendrites extend laterally along the lattice of R cell growth cones surrounding the target fascicles.
Indeed, using multicolor flip out (MCFO), we observed extensive intermingling of L4 dendrites and L1 processes in the target fascicle. In live imaging, L4 dendritic processes become progressively anchored to their target fascicles. By contrast, in mutants, the interactions between L4 dendrites and the target fascicles were transient, while interactions with R cell growth cones were sustained. This tight association in mutants could reflect a loss of repulsive interactions between L4 dendrites and R cells. Genetic mosaic analysis, however, indicate that this is highly unlikely. Together, these data support a model in which Dscam2 and Dscam4 act together to promote adhesion between L4 dendritic growth cones and their lamina targets (see Figure S7G ). In the absence of this Dscam2/Dscam4-mediated adhesion, we suggest an adhesive interaction between L4 dendrites and the surrounding R cell growth cones is unmasked. Indeed, transcript profiling of R cells and L4 neurons during development suggest that they both express several recognition molecules that are candidates for mediating this interaction (Tan et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2016) .
Although we favor a model in which Dscam2 and Dscam4 mediate selective adhesive interactions with the lamina fascicle, our data do not rule out a model in which Dscam2 and Dscam4 regulate L4 targeting in a permissive fashion. For instance, Dscam2/4 may restrict the exploratory phase to fascicles in the immediate vicinity through adhesive interactions with both lamina axons and R cell growth cones. Indeed, in our live imaging, mutant L4 dendrites extend to additional fascicles on either side of their normal targets at a very early stage of filopodial exploration. In this model, another cell recognition molecule, acting in an instructive way, would promote association of L4 dendrites with the lamina axon fascicle. Characterization of other genes acting in this process and higher resolution live imaging may allow us to critically distinguish between an instructive and a permissive role for Dscam2 and Dscam4 in L4 dendritic targeting.
Dscam Proteins Use Diverse Molecular Strategies to Regulate Circuit Assembly
It is becoming increasingly clear that Drosophila Dscams regulate dendritic patterning in different ways. Dscam1 is alternatively spliced to give rise to greater than 19,000 ectodomain isoforms (Schmucker et al., 2000) , with greater than 18,000 exhibiting homophilic binding specificity (Wojtowicz et al., 2004 (Wojtowicz et al., , 2007 . This property, coupled with probabilistic expression, endows each neuron with a unique identity (Miura et al., 2013) and allows for discrimination between self and non-self (i.e., self-avoidance). Dscam2, on the other hand, is alternatively spliced to give rise to only two isoforms. These act in combination with Dscam1 isoforms to regulate the appropriate association of L1 and L2 dendrites at multiple contact synapses (Millard et al., 2010) . Here, L1 and L2 express different Dscam2 isoforms in a mutually exclusive fashion (this study; Lah et al., 2014) . It is thought that the unique identity acquired by the dendrites of these cells, through alternative splicing of both Dscam1 and Dscam2, allows them to appropriately discriminate between self and non-self at multiple contact synapses. In these contexts, Dscam proteins promote repulsion. As we have shown here, Dscam2 in combination with Dscam4 promotes adhesive interactions during dendritic targeting. This may reflect a unique property of a Dscam2/Dscam4 protein complex, differences in output of different spliced variants of the cytoplasmic domains, or differences in levels of expression. Precedents for each of these potential mechanisms have been reported in other intercellular signaling proteins (Holmberg et al., 2000; Hong et al., 1999; Matsuoka et al., 2005) . Additional experiments will be needed to distinguish between these different possibilities.
In summary, we have shown that two different combinations of Dscam proteins regulate the patterning of different dendritic elements in the developing lamina in diverse ways. As all four Dscam proteins are broadly expressed within the developing lamina, distinct paralogs, and isoforms of them, either alone or in combination may pattern dendrites in different ways. Furthermore, as Dscam proteins also interact with other proteins in both cis and trans (Andrews et al., 2008; Dascenco et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2009; Ly et al., 2008) , they have the potential to pattern circuits in many different ways.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Fly Stocks
Complete genotypes used in each experiment are detailed in Table S1 . Flies were reared and staged at 25 C using standard protocols.
The following fly lines were used: Dscam2 ; ap-GAL4(md544), tub-GAL80 (2R, 3L, and 3R), UAS-CD8-GFP, Df(3L)Exel6112, Df(3R)BSC743, 103UAS-myr-GFP (attP2; attP40), 103UAS-myr-tdTom (attP2), GMR-GAL4, A5C-FSF-GAL4, L1-L2-GAL4, svp-GAL4, 27G05-FLP1 (attP8 and attP18), 27G05-FLP2 (attP18), L4(31C06)-GAL4, L4(31C06)-LexA, 9B08-GAL4, A5C-GAL80, pJFRC201 pJFRC240, LexAop-nuc-GFP, md-GAL4, ey3.5FLPG5D, LexAop-myr-tdTom (attP2), LexAop-FSF-myr-tdTom, GMR-myr-tdTom, Dscam2Astop, Dscam2B-stop, Dscam2A+Bstop, Dscam2A-LexA, Dscam2B-LexA, and Dscam2 Protein Tag, Dscam4-LexA (constitutive and conditional). Information on the source and construction (where applicable) of these lines is available in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Mosaic Analysis
Single cell mosaic analyses were done with genotypes listed in Table S1 . Mitotic clones in lamina neurons were generated using either of two different genomic fragments, 27G05 (Pecot et al., 2013) or Dac (Millard et al., 2007) , driving FLP1 or FLP2 recombinase. L4 neurons were labeled with either ap-GAL4 or L4(31C06)-GAL4. R cell mitotic clones were generated with ey3.5FLPG5D and labeled with GMR-GAL4. Sporadic FLP-out L4 clones were generated with Dac-FLP and LexAop-FSF-myr-tdTom (further details provided in Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
MCFO Labeling
MCFO was performed using L1 and L4 specific markers and 27G05-FLP2 to stochastically label these neurons in seven different fluorescent color combinations (further details provided in Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
Live Imaging
Image stacks were collected over 10 hr of development using a custom built two photon microscope. Maximum intensity projections restricted to the lamina plexus were registered such that L4 neurons were aligned between stacks (further details provided in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.).
Immunostaining
Immunostaining was performed as described previously (Nern et al., 2008) with minor modification. For further details on this and the generation of the Dscam4 antibody see Supplemental Experimental Procedures. qPCR qPCR was performed on RNA extracted from adult flies using primers downstream of the Mi01598 insertion site (further details provided in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.).
Image Analysis
Images were acquired using Zeiss LSM 780 confocal microscope and a 63 3 /1.4 NA oil objective. Images were cropped, rotated, and adjusted linearly for brightness and contrast using Photoshop (Adobe) or ImageJ (NIH).
3D Renderings of Confocal Data
Imaris (Bitplane) was used to transform stacks of 2D confocal images into 3D renderings. This was done using a combination of the FilamentTracer tool in AutoPath mode to trace the skeletal outline of neurites, followed by the Surface creation tool to render the cellular outline in 3D.
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